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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks. Assume any data if

missing in the question paper. Use of IS

1893 : 2002 and IS 13920 : 1993 is allowed.
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6. (a) Describe various types of conducting and

resister materials with examples. 10×2=20

(b) What is the difference between ionic

materials, super ionic materials and super

conducting materials.

7. (a) What are magnetic materials ? How they

are classified ? Write some main

properties and application if magnetic

materials.

(b) Differentiate between the piezoelectric

and pyroelectric materials.

(c) Explain dielectric materials, dielectric loss

and dielectric breakdown.

8. (a) What are Biomaterials with reference to

biopolymer and bio-ceramics ?

(b) Exlain in detail about nano-material,

smart materials, optical materials and

sharp memory alloy. 10×2=20
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1. (a) Explain the method of determining the

crystal structure determination by X-ray

diffraction techniques. 5×4=20

(b) Discuss briefly a method for crystal

structure determination.

(c) What are Miller indices ? Obtain the

Millar indices of plane having intercepts

(a, b/2, 3c) in BCC structure.

(d) Calculate the angle of diffraction for X-

Ray having wavelength 1.5 Angstrom in

first order, if the interplanar distance is

2.67 Angstrom.

(e) Write a short note on quasi crystal and

liquid crystal with an appropriate

examples.

2. (a) What are various points defects in a

crystals ? What is the effect of these

defects on the properties of materials.

(b) What is dislocation ? What are the

sources of dislocation ? Compare the edge

and screw dislocation.

3. (a) What is plastic deformation ? Explain

how plastic deformation in single crystal

takes place by slip mechanism.

8+6+6=20

(b) What is meant by viscoelastic

behaviour ? Explain briefly.

(c) Discuss different creep mechanisms. Also

mention some of the advantages and

disadvantages of mechanism.

4. (a) Explain in detail phase diagram-I

interistial solid solution and Gibb's phase

rule. 10×2=20

(b) Discuss the influence of water quality on

corrosivity on thermal power plant.

5. (a) Explain corrosion due to biological

deposits (fouling) with diagram.10×2=20

(b) Briefly explain the difference between

oxidation and reduction electrochemical

reactions.
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